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The Current Study, Task Sequence and Design

Background
Visual perspective taking is a fundamental social
ability concerned with how the world appears
from another’s viewpoint¹.
Is the dog visible?
Where is the flower in relation to the rock?

The proposed study combines immersive virtual-reality with dual-pulse TMS and eye-tracking. Participants will be induced with positive or negative
affect using video, music and autobiographical recall⁹. An immersive virtual paradigm will require participants to represent the visual perspectives of
an avatar sat on the opposite side of a table.

Emotions and Visual Perspective Taking
Anxiety, anger and guilt affect how well we represent another person’s
perspective² ³. and how we orient attention on these tasks ⁴. However, no
work has considered both participant and other/avatar as emotional
agents or induced affect and tracked participants eye-gaze.
Conflict Processing
Overcoming egocentricity in the emotional domain relies on separate
networks to overcoming egocentricity in the cognitive domain⁵. Yet, no
study has implemented emotional and non-emotional conflicts in the
same task to examine whether separate conflict management processes
interact. For example, emotion-congruence may facilitate our ‘step’ into the
other person’s viewpoint, whilst emotion-incongruence may hamper this
process⁶.
TMS and Perspective Taking
Using TMS to disrupt processing has shown that posterior regions of the
right temporoparietal junction (rTPJ) are associated with overcoming visual
perspective conflict⁷. Whilst anterior regions of the TPJ (rSMG) are
associated with overcoming egocentric emotional conflict⁸. No study has
reported evidence of a double-dissociation in the same participants.
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Research Methods and Aims

Research Method

Research Aim

Virtual Reality with built-in Eye Tracking
Participants will sit on a chair with their
arms rested on a table, mirroring the
virtual set up.
VR allows stimuli to be presented and gaze
to be tracked in a spatially realistic
environment.
Built-in Tobii eye-tracking will measure
attentional allocation.

Behavioural Data (response times)

TMS
Anterior and posterior TPJ located using
Neuronavigator.
Dual-pulse TMS administered at 110%
resting motor threshold 300ms and 400ms
after the experimental stimuli is
presented, causing interference for
around 300-500ms ⁷ to either the rSMG or
rpTPJ to disrupt egocentric-emotional-bias
processing or visual-perspective
representation, respectively.

TMS data (response times)

Whether emotional conflict processing (incongruent emotions) impacts on
cognitive conflict processing (incongruent visual perspectives) and whether
emotional congruency facilitates overcoming perspective incongruency.

Eye Tracking Data (fixation duration, number of fixations)
To understand how our attention is allocated across a scene under different
emotion congruency conditions and how this impacts perspective taking.
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Investigate a possible double dissociation between posterior and anterior
regions of the TPJ.

TMS Hypotheses
Disrupting the rpTPJ is expected to affect RT on all perspective taking
conditions equally. If neural networks associated with the rSMG and
rpTPJ interact with each other, disrupting the rSMG should only affect
visual perspective taking performance on incongruent emotion trials. If
these networks do not influence each other, disrupting rSMG will have
no effect on visual perspective taking, irrespective of emotional
congruency.

